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The Ultimage Guide To Visual Branding
Branding is what your business needs to break through the
clutter and grab your ideal customer’s attention

BRAND
LOGO
SYMBOL
COLORS
TYPE
PACKAGING

What Is Visual Branding?
Visual Branding is the marketing practice of
visually shaping your brand. It is a name, symbol
colors, type style and design that is easily
identifiable as belonging to your company or
product.
Visual Branding makes a memorable impression
on consumers and allows your customers and
clients to know what to expect from
your company.

Visual Branding can change how people perceive your brand, it can drive
new business and increase brand awareness.

Why Is Visual Branding Important?
•Helps You Stand Out From The Competition

Visual Branding is how a company gets recognition and becomes known to the consumers. The logo is
essentially the face of the company. It doesn’t matter what kind of company, what industry, or type of
customer you’re after—if you’re in business, chances are you’ve got competition.
Branding helps you establish the ways in which you’re different, special, and unique. And it shows your
customers why they should work with you instead of your competitors.

•Increases The Value Of Your Product

A strongly established visual brand can increase a business’ value by giving the company more leverage in
the industry. People are more likely to purchase a product that appears polished and legitimate, this makes
it a more appealing investment because is firmly established place in the marketplace.
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•Creates Trust

When everything about the business features the same look, feel and colors of the logo, it reinforces the
sense that your business is reputable, and a consistent expert in its field. A professional appearance and
well strategized branding will help the company build trust with consumers, potential clients and customers.
People are more likely to do business with a company that has a polished and professional look. Being
properly branded gives the impression of being industry experts and makes the public feel as though they
can trust your company, the products and services it offers and the way it handles its business.

PEOPLE BUY
FROM PEOPLE
THEY TRUST
•Generates New Customers

Strong visual branding means there is a positive impression of the company amongst consumers, and they
are likely to do business with you because of the familiarity and assumed dependability of using a name
they can trust. Once a brand has been well-established, word of mouth will be the company’s best and
most effective advertising technique. The most profitable companies, small and large, have a single thing
in common: They have established themselves as a leader in their industry by building a strong brand,
starting with a strong visual identity.

•Supports Advertising

Advertising strategies and techniques will directly reflect the brand. The use of promotional products from
trusted companies make it easy to create a cohesive and appealing advertising strategy that plays well into
your branding goals. By adding your logo to apparel, packaging and printed materials to spread the word
about your business can help you stand out from the competition.
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•Improves Recognition
One of the major components of a brand is a logo because, as the “face” of a business, it’s what people
instantly recognize. A professional logo design is simple enough to be memorable, but powerful enough to
give the desired impression of your company. The right branding (including designing an impaction logo,
website, and other brand assets) helps you carve out a distinct style, and it increases your brand recognition
in the market.

BRANDING THINGS TO KNOW
•It Will Not Happen Overnight.

Brands need development, require some trial and error, and time to build trust in your company.
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•Consistency Is Key

Stick to the look and feel of your brand, and the experience you want your customers to have.

•Build A Tagline To Go With The Logo

The tagline supports and strengthens your brand expanding on your brand’s purpose.

•Marketing, Marketing, Marketing!

If you are not marketing, nothing will happen. Don’t underestimate the worth of marketing to
bring in new business, especially in todays world of on-line marketing.

•Branding Materials Should Be A Strong Investment

You want to invest in it to the extent that it is elevating your brand and distinguishing it from the pack.
Zagoory is a great place to start.

•Sales vs Branding

The greatest companies in the world don’t sell, they brand. Focus on building a relationship that will
last by putting energy into branding. Always try to create an experience for your customers.

•Network

Learn from the businesses around you, your competitors.

•Employ The Psychology Of Color

Specific colors evoke specific human emotions and feelings, so be selective.
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WHAT DOES YOUR VISUAL BRAND NEED?
1. Brand Identity
If you need some help determining your brand’s mission,
vision, overall business goals, naming your company, or
coming up with the tagline consider getting help from
your internal team or a branding agency.
Brand Identity typically includes:
•Ideation for your company name
•Tag line
•Brand positioning

•Brand story
•Messaging

These services are very strategic, relatively permanent, and takes a lot of rounds of edits to find the perfect
fit for your goals and brand personality. You can speak to the branding agency and work off a budget,
that way they agency can focus on what’s more important.

2. Market Research
Market research is vital for ensuring that your products can meet the
needs of your market or that they can enter into relevant
conversations consumers are having. At the same time, market
research can extend beyond the general persona of “marketing”
and affect your brand position as a whole. Most of the world’s most
successful brands like Apple, Coca-Cola and relative newcomers
like Tom’s use market research to help define brand strategy through
insights that data provide. Consider the following benefits that
research data can provide:

•Predict Effectiveness of Branding Strategies•Discover Entire New Markets •Identify Brand Weaknesses
•Evaluate Current Practices for Efficiency
3. Professional Logo Design

As the heart of your branding efforts, your logo should represent the essence of your company’s
personality. It should be instantly recognizable, legible, true to your brand’s personality, and unique.
Branding agencies will design 3-5 versions with about 4 rounds of edits. When a logo is finalized, you
should receive all .png, .jpeg, and .svg, files, ask for logos in white, black, with a transparent background,
and a variety of mock-ups. This is why logo design costs start at $500. If you find a deal, remember this,
you get what you pay for.
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Crafting a professional logo is extremely subjective and time-consuming, so you need time built into the
budget to customize the logo to your liking. To speed up the process and save money, make a mood board
of logos, fonts, colors, sand styles you like. That will give the designers a place to start to deliver the first
round of logos that’s closer to what you want.

3a. Primary Logo Mark and Word Mark
The primary logo is the main graphic that represents your business and is used most often. When designing
the primary logo, our goal is to communicate who you are, what you offer, or where you operate. This logo
may include your company’s tagline, website, or geographic location.

•Used most of the time
•Includes full business name
•May include tagline, website, or geographic location
3b. Secondary Logo Mark and Word Mark
The secondary logo is a simplified version of the primary logo. This design may eliminate some text or
rearrange the elements to improve readability in small sizes. Secondary logos are intended for online use
or when you must resize your logo to small formats.
•Simplified design & text
•Used only when the logo is resized small
•Includes full business name

3c. Sub-Mark or Icon Logo
A sub-mark logo is a stripped down graphic of your main logo. The sub-mark typically does not include text
or the full name of the business. Instead, the sub-mark logo is a graphical shape, drawing, or icon that
represents your business. The sub-mark logo is used when the design must be resized to extremely small
formats or to help communicate your brand quickly. Reading the text on a logo takes time, and we all know
“ain’t nobody got time for that.” Help your customers quickly identify and remember you with a well
designed sub-mark logo.
•Commonly used online and on social media
•Used when logo is resized to extra small formats
•Includes single letter(s), number(s), or symbol
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4. Why You Need More Than One Logo
Your primary logo may be wonderful but if it isn’t flexible, then you may be damaging your brand identity.
A squished, blurry logo does not communicate the right message. To build a strong brand you must have a
brand identity that translates well online, in print, and on merchandise. It is rare that one logo style can meet
all your needs, so consider expanding your brand to include a secondary and sub-mark logo.

5. Type Styles
These can be as simple as Helvetica or they can be custom-built. If you’re looking for ease of use, pick a
widely-distributed font that is available on all computers. If you want something more distinct, you can pick
a lesser-known font or even build your own. Just remember to keep it consistent.
Once you have these items, your brand’s visual identity should be fine. Anything above and beyond this is
extra credit. Doing the above items well is the foundation of any branding work, but a lot of people focus
on other items that may not be necessary for you.

6. Color Story
Creating your brand color story is your opportunity to establish your brands symbolic meaning that can
affect the way your customers think and feel about your brand both unconsciously and subconsciously.

How Do You Create Your Brand Color Story?
•Identify your brand’s values, personality, desired messaging and target customers.
•Use colors that promote the associations you want with your brand and with your target customer.
•Create a complementary and harmonious palette that delivers both visual interest and balance.
•Give your chosen colors meaning by aligning specific values with a color.
•Be consistent across all platforms. Ensure that every hue, shade, tone or tint used in any
brand communication is drawn from your color palette.
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7. Colors And Their Meaning
Red
Triggers Powerful Emotions, both positive and negative. Creates urgency, encourages appetite, gets the
blood raising, and it is associated with opulence... Use with caution!
Power | Passion | Energy | Fearless | Excitement | Anger | Danger | Warning | Defiance | Aggression | Pain
PERSONALITY: Bold | Adventurous | Energetic

Orange
Orange generates the feeling of warmth, bright, and fun as it is associated with the sun. Darker shades are
associated with earth and autumn. Orange is often perceived as ‘cheap’.
Courage | Confidence | Warmth | Innovation | Friendliness | Energy |deprivation | Frustration | Immaturity
Ignorance | Sluggishness
PERSONALITY: Competitive | Adventurous | Disaffected

Yellow
Yellow is youthfulness, happiness fun and sunshine. It generates strong positive emotions with logistical
challenges. Can be powerful when used alongside a darker color.
Optimism | Warmth | Happiness | Creativity | Intellect | Extrovert |Irrational | Fear | Caution
Anxiety | Frustration | Cowardice
PERSONALITY: Independent| Strategic| Impulsive

Green
Relaxing, easy on the eye, and synonymous with health. Green represents life, health, and natural. It is also
linked with growth, power, money, military, banking, and finance.
Health|Hope|Freshness|Nature|Growth|Prosperity|Boredom|Stagnation|Envy |Blandness |Debilitating
PERSONALITY: Open| Friendly| Authentic

Blue
Blue is very calming on the mind and it is a color of reason, strength, wisdom and trust. Blue suppresses the
appetite, but it is not the color to use if you want to stand out.
Trust|Loyalty|Dependability|Logic|Serenity|Security|Coldness|Emotionless|Unfriendliness|Unappetizing
PERSONALITY: Loyal| Respectful| Social
WWW.VisualBrandDNA.com
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Purple
Purple has long been the color of superiority and royalty. Purple lends itself to brands that want to be
perceived as prestigious, excess, and extravagance.
Wisdom |Wealth | Spirituality |Imaginative | Sophistication |Reflection| Decadence | Suppression |Excess
PERSONALITY: Sensitive | Dignified | Understand

Magenta
Used widely to portray femininity, it is positive, inspires comfort and represents hope.
Imaginative|Passionate | Caring |Creative| Innovative|Quirky|Outrageousness|Rebelliousness
Flippancy | Impulsiveness
PERSONALITY: Spiritual | Innovative | Practical

Black
Black is a powerful color synonymous with luxury and power. Well suited for industries like fashion.
Sophistication |Security | Power|Elegance |Authority |Substance|Oppression |Coldness |Menace
Heaviness | Evil | Mourning
PERSONALITY: Decisive | Confident| Serious

White | Silver
White represents cleanliness and has become the go to color for a modern look and feel. Modern, simplistic,
minimal, sleek, and sophisticated.
Innocence |Purity | Cleanliness|Simplistic |Pristine |Sterile|Empty|Plain |Cautious |Distant
PERSONALITY: Optimistic |Independent| Innocent

All of these colors can be used in a variety of different branding efforts and concepts. With the high competitiveness of the marketing environment, you will need as many options as you can acquire if you are
going to get an edge on the competition. Keep in mind how your branding will make your customers feel.
Keep in mind that the colors you choose are a large part of that.
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8. Brand Imagery
Brand imagery is the result of all the visuals that represent your brand’s identity. The images that make up
your brand imagery can appear in a variety of forms, from billboards to Instagram, websites to print ads.
These images are more than simple visuals—they convey an emotion in the viewer (known as “brand
feelings.”). This often occurs on an intangible level, building trust and confidence over time and repeated
exposure.

8a. What’s the difference between brand imagery and brand image?
While brand imagery represents your brand’s identity through aesthetic appearance (meaning the images
you use to visualize your brand), your brand image refers to how your brand is perceived on the outside
and the reputation it has in the world. You can use imagery to help shape your image, but your image is
impacted by many other things, such as your values, actions and how you communicate.

8b. How is brand imagery different than a logo?
A logo, on the other hand, can be considered part of your overall brand imagery, but it is so much more
than that. It is the mark or the symbol that represents your business and it’s the most essential first step to
building a visual brand. It is a an emblem by which an organization can easily be recognized on
letterhead, signage, online and even on the product you sell. It is custom designed and must be entirely
unique for simple and immediate recognition.
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Brand Style Guide

Visual Style Guide

Content Style
Guide

9. Editorial or Content Style Guide
A style guide is a document that tells your marketing team, content creators, and employees how to write in
a way that reflects your brand’s character. It also specifies how you want them to refer to your brand and
products, translate industry jargon, and use grammar and punctuation. An editorial style guide may
determine your attitude/personality on social media versus email marketing and your company website.
The goal is to create consistency across your communication channels and solidify your brand’s style in the
reader’s mind.

10. Brand Style Guide

Your brand is what your customers and audience think of when they hear your company’s name or see your
logo. It’s what you represent and who you are as a company. It’s both the voice and the tone within the
content you create, and it can be experienced through all the work that you produce.
A brand book, is the creative compass that guides your business’s image, visuals, voice, and tone. It
incorporates your visual and editorial style guides. It’s an essential internal marketing material and media
kit to pass off to all employees and agencies you work with.

11. Visual Style Guide
Visual style guides are used to define the way the brand will look and to keep graphics consistent and
uniform across all mediums. A visual style guide will help the creation and upkeep of your website, app,
social media accounts, advertising, marketing and packaging and it incorporates logo with typography
and brand colors. It can also integrate supporting design elements and photography guidelines.
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VISUAL BRANDING CHECKLIST
Your brand is built to be a true representation of who you are as a business,
and how you wish to be perceived.

•Brand Identity Key Words
•Tag Line/ Motto
•Logo Design
•Word Mark, Alternate Logo
•Type Styles
•Color Story
•Imagery
•Design templates and brand standards
•Editorial or Content Style Guide
•Brand Style Guide
•Visual Style Guide
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Last Tip
Looking at all the brand design trends for the new year, we see a clear shift towards personalization and
connection. Never before has the human side of branding been so relevant—the brand-customer
relationship is less about transactions and more about friendship and emotion. People talk to their brands
on social media, open emails from their brands, click on ads for their favorite brands whenever they see
them.

You are now on your way to create a great brand!

Still Need Help?

Get in touch with us for a free clarity call!
Click Here To take advatage of this limited time offer!

BE TRUE TO YOUR BRAND DNA
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